Abstract:-This paper explores the attribution theory of Confucianism, which consists of two aspects: first, faced with major life mishaps, such as sickness or death, Confucianism intends to attribute them to external factors of "Tianming", unstable, uncontrollable fate; second, meeting failures or frustrations in enterprise pursuits, they usually attribute them to internal, stable and controllable factors. Referring to the modern attribution theories, such views of attribution may have some positive role on people's enterprises and life. More studies are needed to examine the impacts the theory on people's psychology and behaviors.
convinced that he is not working hard enough, which is a positive attitude, and could reinforce the belief that success comes when work hard. The attribution theory reflects the link of people's inner cognitive system and behaviors. This is an incredibly dynamic force that shapes behaviors. A good and wise man changes his attribution style, and then has strong incentive to achieve a goal.
In recent years, the research on attribution theory has been made considerable advances. For example: Rempel, Ross& Holmes (2001) examined the relationships between trust and communicated Attributions in romantic relations. Based on Heider's theory, a wider range of social perception theories was proposed by Crandall, Silvia, N'Gbala and Dawson (2007) . On the other hand, Lanctôt, Bergeron-Brossard, Sanquirgo and Corbière (2013) explored the attribution style of unemployed people with mental disorders, under the guidance of the Weiner's frameworks. In addition, the cognitive attributions of depression have been extensively studied (Rubenstein, Freed, Shapero, Fauber & Alloy,2016) .
The attribution theory began to spread into China in the late 1980s, and related studies were emerging in an endless stream thereafter. Researchers have tried to make use of its principles and methods directly and to explain and predict the behaviors and received conspicuous achievements in many fields: educational, sports, career strategy, and clinical applications. Among them education is one of the most important research application fields in attribution theory, and has made a striking achievement. It can be applied generally into five fields : (1) practical application in teaching;(2) impact on education; (3) directing students to form a right attrition; (4)improving the unsuitable attribution style for girls; (5) attribution training (Han,2004) .Attribution training in sports context can was helpful to form cognitive schema, and transferred into academic attribution (Luo,2007) .Some scholars examined the moderating roles of locus of control in the relationship between economic confidence and career decision making self-efficacy ( Peng and Wong (1997) showed that Chinese were more likely to explain it from the angle of environment on fuzzy physical events.The connotation of attribution theory could not be used equally in all cultures.(An& Trafimow,2013). So we need to sort out classical books and assailed the attribution theory of Chinese traditional culture.
II. CONFUCIAN PHILOSOPHY AND THE COGNITION OF ATTRIBUTION
Confucius and his disciples elaborated the school of thoughts at the end of Spring and Autumn period. And their perspectives were interpreted in five classics: the Book of Songs, the Book of History, the Book of Changes, the Book of Rites and the Spring and Autumn Annals;their main ideas included: Confucius was regarded as the teacher; His actions were treated as the highest standards; advocating benevolence and righteousness; and maintaining Confucian rules and ethics. Confucianism became the dominant ideological trends in the Western Han Dynasty (Fan Wenlan.1975 ), which had a far-reaching influence on the development of the Chinese society and cultures later on. The ideal of the Confucianism was to educate people with high ethical standards, whom we call "Junzi", it always was translated as gentleman or "exemplary or paradigmatic person" (Tan, 2015) . Initially, the "Junzi" referred to the rulers and noble man, and then it evolved into the title of moral people. The concept of "Xiaoren" generally refers to people with low status as opposed to "Junzi" (Yang, 2013) .
Confucian cultures covered the systematic theories and codes of ethics, which provided materials and basis for the development of Chinese psychology and personality (Huang & Charter, 1996) . Its rules of benevolence, justice, ceremony, wisdom, and credibility provided guidance and standards for people's behaviors. The teaching built the ideal personalities of a gentleman, at the same time constructed the personality of the ordinary people (Luo & Huang, 2010) , which also affect the attribution style of the individual.
Confucian cultures taught people the idea of success and positive attitudes to life. "The ancients, who wished to illustrate illustrious virtue throughout the kingdom, first ordered well their own States. Wishing to order well their States, they first regulated their families. Wishing to regulate their families, they first cultivated their persons. Wishing to cultivate their persons, they first rectified their hearts" (The Great Learning). The gentleman's attitude to life provides an example for the people and urged people to achieve the dream. "The man of honor will strive constantly for self-improvement"(The Book of Changes). Yet the road to become a "Junzi" is long and bumpy, so it is important to view their own and others' behaviors and to make attributions for these behaviors.
III. MEANINGS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF CONFUCIAN ATTRIBUTION THEORY
Confucian perspectives on attribution encompassed two major aspects: on the one hand, faced with major life mishaps, such as sickness or death, the Confucianism intends to attribute to external factors of "Tianming", unstable, uncontrollable fate. For example: "There is the following saying which I have heard: Death and life have their determined appointment; riches and honors depend upon Heaven. Let the superior man never fail reverentially to order his own conduct, and let him be respectful to others and observant of propriety" (The Analects of Confucius p.187). Sze-ma Niu was deeply troubled because he hasn't got any brothers. He was consoled by the fact that this is destiny. However, to strengthen their self-cultivation would bring him more friends. When Confucius first heard the news of the death of his disciple, the favorite Yen Hui, he cried out in an outburst of grief, "Oh! Oh! God has forsaken me! God has forsaken me!" (The Analects of Confucius p.167)
Confucius was deeply grieved by his death. It liked that God wants to kill Confucius. Eventually Confucius could only attribute it to external factors "Tianming". Similar to this, another disciple was ill, Confucius also attributed it to fate. Po-niu being ill, the Master went to ask for him. He took hold of his hand through the window, and said, "It is killing him. It is the appointment of Heaven, alas!" (The Analects of Confucius p.81) "If Heaven had wished to let this cause of truth perish, then I, a future mortal! Should not have got such a relation to that cause, While Heaven does not let the cause of truth perish, what can the people of this place do to me?" (The Analects of Confucius p.131)
When Confucius was up the creek, and suffered the situation that was far from the change by people, Confucius attributed it to Heaven. And it was also recorded by Chuang-tzu in his writings. "I have not been willing to admit failure for a long time, but in vain. Fate is against me. I have been seeking success for a long time, but in vain. The hour has not come" (Chuang Tse). Based on these words, we can conclude that Confucius attributed it to fate or heaven. The Master said, "Heaven produced the virtue that is in me. What can he do to me?" (The Analects of Confucius). On one occasion of great personal danger to his person from an enemy, Confucius escaped unharmed. He believed that God helped him.
In the Confucian Culture, "Tianming" intended to work on many levels. Yang (1958) proposed that "Tian" have three meanings: sky, fate or destiny, ethics and morals. "Ming" has some meanings such as life, fortune and mission. This article only tries to discuss the "the fate or destiny" and "fortune". Confucian view of "Tianming" was not a real sense of fatalism. It not only emphasizes the master of destiny; more emphasis was put on one's own efforts. Confucius remarked, I do not repine against God, nor do I complain of men. My studies are among lowly things; but my thoughts penetrate the sublime. Ah! There is perhaps only God who understands me (The Analects of Confucius). Confucius taught disciples should not complain, tried their best to learn knowledge, and waited for better luck. This teaching advocated that a firm belief could overcome many difficulties and give people the confidence in the face of adversity for the future, and then succeed in life.
So, how did a good and wise man treat fate or destiny? Confucius remarked, "Without recognizing the ordinances of Heaven, it is impossible to be a superior man" (The Analects of Confucius). Confucius gave his advises that if someone wanted to be a good and intelligent man, one of the most important things was that he should be acquainted with the principle of God. Confucius remarked, "There are three things which a wise and good man holds in awe. He holds in awe the Laws of God, persons in authority, and wisdom of holy man" (The Analects of Confucius). Confucianism believes that the one that shapes destiny will always be supernatural being, we should respect it. We may say therefore that he who is greatly virtuous will be sure to receive the appointment of Heaven (The Doctrine of the Mean). Failure and setbacks are temporary, as long as you have the patience to wait and the courage to improve yourself.
There is another aspect of Confucian attribution theory: faced with failures or frustrations in enterprise pursuit, they usually attribute to internal, stable and controllable factors. Mencius said, "When we do not, by what we do, realize what we desire, we must turn inwards, and examine ourselves in every point" (The works of Mencius). Generally, it is easy to judge the mistakes of others, but it is difficult to recognize one's own defects. If you cannot win their respect when you treat others honestly, then you need to reflect regret your faults. The Master said, "In archery we have something like the way of the superior man. When the archer misses the center of the target, he turns round and seeks for the cause of his failure in himself" (The Doctrine of the Mean). Similarly, we should deal with failures with an ordinary attitude. "a wise and good man should be distressed that he has no ability; he should never be distressed that men do not take notice of him; a wise man seeks for what he wants in himself, a fool seeks for it from others; the same disciple remarked, a fool always has an excuse ready when he does wrong" (The Analects of Confucius p.257).
A good and wise man think that failure is caused by internal, stable and controllable causes. In contrast, the people in low position believe that it is due to external, unstable and uncontrollable causes. This is apparently not advocated by Confucianism. In addition to achievement motivation attribution, interpersonal attribution also can be found in the classical of Confucianism. Confucius remarked, "A man who excepts much
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DOI: 10.9790/0837-2107061016 www.iosrjournals.org 13 | Page from himself and demands little from others will never have any enemies" (The Analects of Confucius). If a good and wise man has the courage to take the blame, then he tends to have friends and supportive relationships. In summary, the attribution theory of Confucian perspective consists of two major aspects: first, faced with major life mishaps, such as sickness or death, it intends to attribute to external factors of "Tianming", unstable, uncontrollable fate; second, faced with failures or frustrations in enterprise pursuit, they usually attribute them to internal, stable and controllable factors. Hence, people are taught not only to prepare for success, but also have the courage to stand up to setbacks.
IV. DEVELOPMENT OF FATE ATTRIBUTION
The same psychological phenomenon has universality and differences in different cultural backgrounds (Norenzayan & Heine, 2005) . As an old Chinese saying goes, "The planning lies with man, the outcome with Heaven." The west has the same proverb: "Man proposes, God disposes" When meeting any difficulties in China, people always seek aid of Heaven. Similar to this, people always pray for God blessing in face of difficulties in west. And they think that meeting important and inevitable things was the arrangement of the fate (Norenzayan& Lee, 2010). Norenzayan and Lee (2010) conclude that ethnic culture and religious affiliation have a significantly influence on fate attribution. East Asian Canadians and Christian are more likely to make fate attribution that often bound up with religious attribution. When people are unable to explain why it happened, they always attributed it to God or Satan (Ritzema& Young, 1983; Lupfer, Tolliver, & Jackson, 1996) . That is similar with Confucius's point of view, "Confucius always refused to talk of supernatural phenomena; of extraordinary feats of strength; of crime of unnatural depravity of men; or of supernatural beings" (The Analects of Confucius). Confucius enjoys a high reputation for rigorous scholarship; he regards some things as the mandate of heaven, probably because people cannot explain why it happened.
The research by Pargament et al. (1988) found that there are basically three forms of the ways of God works: self-directing style, deferring style and collaborative style. Confucianism revered the God's will, but they did not have a blind faith in it. "Do one's level best and leave the rest to God's will", thus it can be seen that fate and individual in a cooperative relationship. A gentleman can be a winner and realize the lofty ideal only by improving their own moral qualities when meeting a good fate.
Studies have found that when the negative life events bring a positive long-term result, people are more likely to attribute it to God and less likely to attribute it to Satan. People who believe God is rescuer and comforter (Ray, Lockman, Jones & Kelly, 2015). The view on this point is similar to Confucianism. When Heaven is going to give a great responsibility to someone, it first makes his mind endure suffering. It makes his sinews and bones experience toil, and his body to suffer hunger. It inflicts him with poverty and knocks down everything he tries to build (The Works of Mencius). The life with a lot of disappointments and setbacks. The trouble of life will temper your willpower. They are best helper for steeling will.
Compared to the daily life, people intended to attribute to God when facing with life-altering events (Lupfer, & Layman, 1996) . Baker (2008) suggests that women and African Americans are more likely to attribute to hell, devil and Satan, and people with high education level and high income are less likely to attribute to these factors. Beck and Taylor (2008) think that this attribution mode plays an important role in the happiness of the spirit of Christianity. In China, people have a tradition of divination and doing the sacrifice of heaven. Confucius remarked, "I have not been able to find a flaw in the character of an ancient emperor, the Great Yu. He was extremely simple in his own food and drink, but lavish in what he offered in sacrifice. His ordinary clothing was coarse and poor, but when he went to worship he appeared in rich and appropriate robes" (The Analects of Confucius p.124). So we think that the sacrifice to the heaven may affect fate attribution.
In conclusion, we can assume that gender, education level, income status, ethnic cultural, religious affiliation, divination and long-term results are likely to affect fate attribution. It pointed out the direction for our future research. But beyond that, we should not neglect the influence of fate attribution on mental health, which also requires further research.
V. THE IMPACT OF CONFUCIAN ATTRIBUTION THEORY ON PSYCHOLOGY AND BEHAVIORS
Emotion was related to perceived locus of cause and controllability, expectation was connected to perceived stability of cause, motivation and behaviors were linked to emotion and expectation (Forsyth& McMillan, 1981; Weiner, 1985) . When confronted with major life mishaps, such as sickness or death, the Confucianism intends to attribute to external factors of "Tianming", which helps people keep expectations for the future and avoid the negative emotions. The conception of "self-cultivation, family harmony, country management and world peace" is in tune with the desire for success. A student who has exceptional abilities, more than sufficient to carry on his studies, should enter the public service (The Analects of Confucius). Under the influences of Confucianism, individuals have high expectations for the future; this is helpful to realize the aspiration of illustrating virtues throughout the kingdom. Jing (2007) found that Confucian culture contributes to psychological counseling with some aspects, such as significance of life, coping style and so on. Jing (2006) also projected that Confucian coping is beneficial to mental health. The optimism propounded by Confucianism is an idealistic one that advocates rationality, involvement in society, and getting pleasure in life (Huo, Chen, & Guo, 2013) .
The Attribution Theory of Confucianism and Its function to Mental Health
The viewpoint of "Tianming" in Confucianism may be beneficial to the physical and mental health. When faced with setbacks failure, there are a lot of people who feel frustrated and have to explain and speculate their conducts. Then these feelings will affect the motivation, which in turn result in different attitudes and behaviors. New behaviors constantly beget new attributions. When Confucius visited K'uang, the men of Sung surrounded him by several cordons. Yet he went on singing to his guitar without stop (Chuang Tse). Confucius thought it was fate that he encountered danger. Therefore, he didn't get frustrated. While the luck was in, the good and wise man can obtain the success. If, by ill-luck, people need to study hard and strengthen education.Confucius remarked, "A wise and good man is composed and happy, a fool is always worried and full of distress."; "Men of intelligence are free from doubts, moral men free from anxiety, and men of courage from fear."; "A good and wise man is without anxiety and without fear" (The Analects of Confucius p.112).
So, the great person usually has a great mentality. To summarize, the attitude to frankly face difficulties and not to complain is a very high level. The attribution theory of Confucian culture can help people to maintain a positive attitude at all times. Through continuous efforts, a good and wise man resolves inner conflicts, and meets the change and developments of social environment as soon as possible.
Confucius is the greatest philosopher in Chinese history. He connected the virtue to gentleman. To become a gentleman has been an ideal objective of personality for most people. The nucleus of Confucian thoughts is the idea of "humanity" or "love", and the executive of this subject is the gentlemen. They have good morals to cultivate, hold lofty ideal, value the spirit of self-reliance and perseverance and be self-regulating. The ideal of becoming a gentleman is considered viable for most people and an achievable goal. Although not anyone can become a gentleman, we hope that each of us can follow what Sima Qian advocated, "Though unachievable, aspiration to it remains."
The Confucian cultures are accumulated with the constant development of society and ethnic groups. This paper is a preliminary examination of the key contents of Confucian attribution theory. There is a lot of room for improvement. In addition, empirical studies are needed to test its impacts on people's psychology and behaviors. With the development of the economy, old Confucian ideas are gaining the new content which enables people to express their thoughts and tackle with on major changes.
